Introduction
In a probabilistic treatment of semi-linear parabolic equations key steps were to construct a certain class of Markov processes on a "big" state space and to prove the branching property of semi-groups of the processes (cf. Ikeda-NagasawaWatanabe [1] ). In this paper branching property will be characterized in terms of multiplicativity (or decomposability) of semigroup of a Markov process on a multiplicative state space (cf. § 1 for definitions). This characterization will then be applied to branching Markov processes with age and sign in § 2, and to a branching Markov process treated recently by Sirao [7] in § 3. Given a multiplicative space ,~ , y taking N = f 0,1,2,...ã nd J ={ 0,1~, the state space E of Markov processes treated in this section is one X J, and 8 x N x J .
Multiplicativitv of Markov processes
Theorems will be stated for E but all arguments are valid for other cases. Only we need to do is to get rid of unnecessary variables.
We denoted the space of measurable functions on E bỹ ,(E) ( 
. c2,k1 +k2,j )
for F e ~([o,co)~E)~ .
In this section we assume that the Markov process 
where the first term is q~(x)F(3 ~j") when n=1, and j and j" are functions of j defined by the table 1. Remark. As for applications cf. Sirao [6] , Nagasawa Step-1. 
